
 Educational Activities
 Department of Latin and Foreign Languages Fall semester 2021-2022

 
№ activities
І. 1. Visiting historical monuments of Lviv.

2. Conducting lectures, seminars and talks on "Pandemics in Antiquity", "History of Medical
Education of Ukraine", "Outstanding Doctors of Galicia".
3. Carrying out of large-scale sanitary-educational work in university dormitories, promotion
of a healthy way of life and observance of rules of fire safety by students.

ІІ. 1. Theaters of Lviv.
2. Visiting museums of LNMU and the history of medicine.
3. Conducting lectures, seminars and talks on "Let's give our descendants an expensive
treasure - the Ukrainian language", "The value of the referendum to confirm the Act of
Independence of Ukraine": 30 years on.

ІІІ. 1. Latin inscriptions in Lviv. The streets of the ancient city.
2. Holding a contest for the best photo, drawing, embroidered shirt dedicated to Student's
Day.
3. Lectures on the anniversary of the Holodomor in Ukraine in 1932-1933 and 1946-1947.

IV. 1. Visiting the National Museum.
2. Conducting and participating in all-Ukrainian actions "Anti-drug", "Anti-AIDS",
"Sobriety", "Life without smoking".
3. Conducting lectures "Prominent figures of Ukrainian culture and literature."
4. St. Nicholas Day at the university.

Changes are applicable

Head, Prof. P. Sodomora
 



 Educational Activities
 Department of Latin and Foreign Languages Spring semester 2021-2022

№ Activity
І. 1. Discussions on a healthy lifestyle among students.
ІІ. 1. Shevchenko's days. Participation in the organization, attendance and holding of various

events at the university.
2. Visiting the National Museum
A. Sheptytsky’s museum and other historical places of Lviv.
3. Conducting thematic evenings with prominent scientists and doctors, political and public
figures.

ІІІ. 1. Visiting museum of Lviv National Medical University
2. Organization and holding of "Charity Day" and "Mercy Day" by student volunteers.
3. Discussion and conversations on the topic "World War II: the view of contemporaries",
"Ways of courage and glory".

IV. 1. Celebrations on the occasion of Mother's Day.
2. Conducting and participating in environmental days, efforts to organize the forest park
"Walk".
3. Carrying out actions for increase of art and aesthetic level among student's youth.
4. Participation in actions devoted to "Day of the Medical worker".

Changes are applicable

Head, Prof. P. Sodomora
 


